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Abstract

Convective cloud development during the Indian monsoon helps moisten the atmosphere and drive the monsoon trough northwards each year, bringing a large amount of India’s annual rainfall. Therefore, an increased understanding of how monsoon convection develops from observations will help inform model development. In this study, 139 days of India Meteorological Department Doppler weather radar data is analyzed for seven sites across India during the 2016 monsoon season. Convective cell-top heights (CTHs) are objectively identified through the season, and compared with near-surface (at 2 km height) reflectivity. These variables are analyzed over three time scales of variability during the monsoon: monsoon progression on a month-by-month basis, active-break periods and the diurnal cycle. We find a modal maximum in CTH around 6–8 km for all sites. Cell-averaged reflectivity increases with CTH, at first sharply, then less sharply above the freezing level. Bhopal and Mumbai exhibit lower CTH for monsoon break periods compared to active periods. A clear diurnal cycle in CTH is seen at all sites except Mumbai. For south-eastern India, the phase of the diurnal cycle depends on whether the surface is land or ocean, with the frequency of oceanic cells typically exhibiting an earlier morning peak compared to land, consistent with the diurnal cycle of precipitation. Our findings confirm that Indian monsoon convective regimes are partly regulated by the large-scale synoptic environment within which they are embedded. This demonstrates the excellent potential for weather radars to improve understanding of convection in tropical regions.

1. Introduction

The Indian summer monsoon (ISM) is responsible for one of the largest modes of seasonal variability in wind direction and precipitation seen worldwide, and supplies more than 80% of India’s annual rainfall during the Boreal summer months of June to September (Turner et al., 2020). This fact, along with the vast, growing population across South Asia whose livelihoods depend upon monsoon rains, makes it one of the most active areas of research in the atmospheric sciences. The ISM is a complex phenomenon, exhibiting substantial variability on intraseasonal and interannual time scales (e.g., Krishnamurti & Bhalme, 1976), and monsoon forecasts remain a challenge as a result of this complexity. S. A. Rao et al. (2019) raised three areas of improvement required in numerical weather prediction (NWP) models for improved ISM forecasts: resolution, physics, and ocean coupling. Whilst substantial improvements have been made in recent years, meaningful forecast skill exists only out to four days (Durai & Roy Bhowmik, 2014; S. A. Rao et al., 2019; Turner et al., 2011). The representation of monsoon clouds in NWP models is one of the most challenging physical aspects of the ISM due to complex and numerous sub-gridscale processes (Willetts et al., 2017). General circulation models (GCMs) used for forecasting have resolutions too large to explicitly capture convective processes, a crucial component of the monsoon. Errors due to parametrization of deep convection in GCMs are quick to grow over time (e.g., Martin et al., 2010). A more detailed view of the monsoon circulation and underlying processes from observations is necessary to better comprehend the intimate coupling between the land surface, boundary layer, and cloud development (Turner et al., 2020). In this vein, we present here an observation-driven analysis of the ISM’s distinctive cloud regimes in relation to the large-scale environment.

On average, the monsoon arrives at the tip of south-eastern India on June 1; however, the monsoon onset does not necessarily fall on the same date each year. The leading edge of the monsoon then propagates gradually northwards and westwards, typically reaching the north-west of the country and neighboring Pakistan by mid-July. By September, the monsoon weakens and withdraws gradually from north-western regions,
moving back south-east. Developing convection over India during early Boreal summer is tied to the progression of the ISM (Menon et al., 2018; Parker et al., 2016). Parker et al. (2016) found that during the early stages of the monsoon at a given location, convection is typically shallow in nature, with moist tropical air increasing the relative humidity near the surface. However, this moisture is initially confined to the lower levels, with any convection vertically capped as a result. This is attributed to a mid-level wedge of dry air at approximately 600 hPa, near the freezing level, with winds originating from the desert north-west (Parker et al., 2016). However, moisture starts to penetrate at this level from below with the arrival of early monsoon convection (Menon et al., 2018). Johnson et al. (1996) suggested the increase in moisture near the freezing level in the tropics is likely associated with the melting of ice precipitation. Menon et al. (2018) postulated that due to a mix of surface moistening and atmospheric moistening through additional convection, this moisture then propagates toward the surface, driving the monsoon forwards, perpendicular to the prevailing low-level winds. Furthermore, the advance of the tropical low-level circulation against the retreating dry mid-level north-westerlies as described above is not a steady process (Volonté et al., 2020) and exhibits significant variation on several spatiotemporal scales. Therefore, an enhanced understanding of monsoon cloud development in relation to the large-scale environment that it is embedded within is needed.

Large-scale variability in fields such as temperature, winds, and moisture content all directly affect cloud development. This study will explore cloud regimes and the large-scale environment in relation to three time scales of variability that play a primary role in the ISM. First, monsoon propagation from the south-east to the north of India each year (and its retreat again later in the Boreal summer) is non-steady (Volonté et al., 2020) with substantial interannual variability in arrival times. Therefore, we investigate individual months during the monsoon season from May to September 2016, in order to represent large-scale variability associated with monsoon progression, the peak monsoon, and monsoon withdrawal. Second, systematic variation in convection exists as a result of active and break periods (Krishnamurti & Bhalme, 1976; Rajeevan et al., 2010), a key component of intraseasonal variability during the ISM. These occur as a manifestation of fluctuations in the Boreal summer intraseasonal oscillation, the northward movement of clouds and convection from the equator to the Indian monsoon region (e.g., Jiang et al., 2004), varying on 30–60 days time scales. Models have been found to lack sufficient variability on intraseasonal time scales over both land and ocean (Martin et al., 2017). Third, monsoon clouds typically exhibit a strong signal on diurnal time scales associated with the solar cycle and heating of the surface (Yang & Slingo, 2001). However, the diurnal cycle is poorly modeled in the tropics, leading to underestimates in daily mean rainfall (Martin et al., 2017). Currently, there is limited understanding of the main drivers of monsoon convection in different locations, and the relative importance of different factors such as local orography, proximity to the coast, prevailing wind direction, amongst others. Evidently, more observations of monsoon convection are required in order to better understand these relationships.

To observe monsoon storms here, we will use data from a network of operational ground-based Doppler weather radars, managed by the India Meteorological Department (IMD). Similar studies have been performed in the past on radars in the tropics. V. V. Kumar et al. (2013) analyzed convective cloud top height, objectively defined using the C-band polarimetric (CPOL) research radar in Darwin, northern Australia. They related four discrete convective cumulus modes to rainfall events, in an effort to understand what pattern of cloud structures and their temporal progression correlates to the most rainfall. This showed that cloud top height can be used as a robust proxy for convective cell development, and using cloud top height statistically in this manner forms the basis of the present study. In recent years, the IMD Doppler radars have been used increasingly for ISM cloud research. Sindhu and Bhat (2018) analyzed the dynamics and microphysics of monsoonal MCSs using four IMD operational S-band radars, chosen to represent four different climate regions. They also used storm area and height to understand the temporal progression of storms. Following this, Sindhu and Bhat (2019) then looked at monsoon storm statistics and the robustness of radar-derived precipitation estimates using an IMD C-band radar at New Delhi. They subset storms into less intense and more intense categories, and found a positive relationship between maximum echo-top height (ETH) and precipitation amount. However, this relationship was found to be weaker for the less intense storms. Additionally, Utsav et al. (2017) used an X-band radar in the Western Ghats to analyze statistical patterns in convection, and they went on to examine variability in convection as seen by the radar between monsoon active and break periods (Utsav et al., 2019). Here, we build on these studies by comprehensively...
analyzing statistics of cloud height across multiple sites for an entire season, allowing a direct comparison of monsoon cloud regimes in different climate regions.

The IMD radar network is a relatively recent development. Prior understanding of monsoon convection has been driven by use of spaceborne radars aboard the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM), and its successor (Global Precipitation Measurement, GPM). Romatschke and Houze (2011) focused specifically on the South Asian monsoon, and found the Western Ghats and north-eastern India to exhibit the most persistent convection during the monsoon season. Studies using TRMM can also observe regions that are difficult to access with radars (e.g., the Himalayas; Houze et al., 2007). Despite the infrequent overpasses of TRMM in any particular gridbox, many years of data have also allowed an analysis of the impact of monsoon progression and the diurnal cycle on convection in a regional sense across India (Qie et al., 2014; Romatschke et al., 2010). They found a diurnal maximum in convection during the afternoon and evening over land with a weaker maximum around midday over the ocean. More recently, Shige and Kummerow (2016) studied precipitation-top heights (PTHs) over the Western Ghats region during the ISM and related variation in PTH to low-level static stability. The ground-based radar data from IMD offer several key advantages for the analysis of convection. Compared to spaceborne precipitation radars, ground-based weather radars have superior horizontal resolution and time-continuous measurements, allowing a robust study of small-scale and large-scale monsoon convection, its diurnal cycle, and its seasonal progression across just one year without any spatial sampling bias. The analysis of 2016 in isolation is particularly advantageous as it allows for model evaluation in future, as well as a direct comparison to other work from the INCOMPASS field campaign during that year (Interaction of Convective Organisation with Monsoon Precipitation, Atmosphere, Surface and Sea; Turner et al., 2020). Furthermore, as operational weather radars are becoming increasingly prevalent across tropical regions (Heistermann et al., 2013), the use of radar data in this manner can be expanded to additional locations and years as more data becomes available. Therefore, the proven ability to robustly measure the morphology of clouds and convection using radars is very advantageous to the scientific community.

The overarching aim for this study is to find the spatiotemporal characteristics of convective storms across India during the monsoon season in 2016, which coincides with the period of radar data available to us (May 15 to September 30, 2016). The 2016 season is considered a representative year for analysis (June-September all-India rainfall was 97% of the long-term average). To summarize our approach, local radar-derived fields of cell-top height (CTH) and near-surface reflectivity are calculated for the seven radars across the entire 2016 monsoon season and statistically analyzed. Patterns in these cells are interpreted over major time scales of variability during the ISM, encompassing the seasonal cycle, active and break events and the diurnal cycle in 2016. Finally, these patterns are related to the large-scale monsoon circulation, in order to assess large-scale patterns of cloud development.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains in detail how the radars are used to calculate CTH and describes any auxiliary datasets used; Section 3 presents the season-average cell statistics in the context of the large-scale environment; Section 4 assesses cell patterns during 2016 active and break periods; Section 5 examines the diurnal cycle in cell activity at each location, and investigates how it compares between land and ocean, and how it is modulated by monsoon progression and active-break spells through the season. Finally, the main conclusions of this study and key areas requiring future investigation are presented in Section 6.

2. Data and Methods

In the following section, we introduce the radar data, first detailing the procedure toward analyzing radar reflectivity on discrete vertical levels. Next, objective definitions for ETH and CTH are given. Additional relevant methods and datasets are specified in Section 2.3.

2.1. Radar Data

This study makes use of 139 days of reflectivity data (May 15 to September 30, 2016) from seven Indian Doppler Weather radars (see Figure 1a). These seven radars are part of a wider network managed by the IMD, and are chosen for analysis as they are all S-band (approx. 10 cm wavelength), are robustly calibrated.
(see below) and represent four distinct climate regions with different monsoon rainfall climatology and arrival dates. The south-east sites (Chennai and Machilipatnam) represent coastal India, and are outside the core monsoon circulation. Mumbai in western India represents the west coast and Western Ghats region. Northern India (Bhopal and Lucknow) represents inland regions within the core monsoon circulation. North-eastern India (Agartala and Kolkata) is a near-coastal region where the monsoon winds typically begin to curve back to the north (Figure 1b). Two radars per region were identified for analysis if possible, to allow comparison within each region. However, Mumbai was the only radar with data available on the west coast.

Each radar volume scan consists of 10 elevation angles from 0.2° to 21°, and takes approximately 7 min, repeating every 10 min. The beamwidth is approximately 1° and the radar gate sizes are 500 m for all radars except Mumbai, which has a 300 m gate size. Geographical coordinates and further technical specifications of each radar are shown in Table 1. A rigorous calibration procedure is applied for each radar following the methods of Warren et al. (2018) and Louf et al. (2019), with the basic procedure as follows. Ground clutter (available from the total power data) is used to establish changes in calibration for each day over the season. Variability in the ground clutter distribution is corrected to an arbitrary reflectivity baseline, i.e., the relative calibration adjustment Louf et al. (2019). The corrected radar data is then compared to the GPM Satellite Ku-band radar product to assess the absolute calibration (Warren et al., 2018) over the season. The median difference between the radar and satellite reflectivity is averaged over several volume matches for each site. This offset is applied to the reflectivity data, which is iteratively corrected against GPM until the difference is calculated to be less than 1 dB, at which point the radar is assumed to be calibrated to within that error. This two-step, iterative volume-matching technique for weather radar calibration is outlined in Figure 8 of
Louf et al. (2019). The calibration correction applied to the seven radars varies between 0.0 and 6.5 dB, with a mean of 3.4 dB. Further quality control procedures are applied to the radar data automatically by the IMD. This includes the removal of ground clutter and anomalous propagation echoes in the reflectivity data by specialist software, and is described in more detail in Roy Bhowmik et al. (2011).

The primary method surrounds the construction of a vertical profile of radar data in Cartesian coordinates—also known as a Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator (CAPPI)—transformed from its native polar coordinates. This grid is constructed using the Wradlib module for Python (Heistermann et al., 2013). The Cartesian grid consists of 28 vertical levels at 0.5 km resolution from a base of 2 km, chosen to be above any clutter near the surface but below the freezing level so as to avoid brightband effects (usually at around 5 km over India during the Boreal summer; Harris et al., 2000). A range of 40–100 km is considered to avoid the “cone of silence” close to the radar up to the maximum height of the grid at 16.0 km, and because of increasing noise level for the radars as range increases as well as beam broadening effects. Large cumulonimbus towers may exceed 16 km during the monsoon season. However, the largest elevation angle in the IMD radar scanning strategy is 21°. The center of this beam will intersect the 16 km level when it is a horizontal distance of approximately 40 km from the radar. Any further restrictions in the size of our horizontal domain in order to capture higher clouds would reduce the number of sampled cells and as we have only one season of data, we opted to prioritize the size of the horizontal domain. Cells with reflectivity at 16 km will be given a CTH of 16.5 km. Although, its true CTH may be higher, this uncertainty does not affect our results once we group cells into categories by CTH.

The horizontal resolution of the grid is 1 × 1 km. At each elevation, for each Cartesian pixel, we find all grid points within 3 km and calculate the average reflectivity, weighted by the inverse square of its distance from the radar site. This distance was chosen as a trade-off between a smooth Cartesian grid of reflectivity and the retention of original features. Interpolation is carried out in dBZ following the recommended procedure for deriving ETH by Warren and Protat (2019). Whilst Wradlib was used to construct the Cartesian 3-D grid, its CAPPI algorithm introduced significant artificial annular ring features at regular intervals around the radar above and including the brightband region. These occur as a result of increasingly large spatial gaps between sweeps and the effects of melting precipitation. We therefore apply our own algorithm, whereby the vertical profile (0.5 km grid) is calculated by linearly interpolating vertically across all elevation scans for each Cartesian pixel. This removes most of the annular ring artifacts, although some anomalies remain present after CAPPI construction, especially in the brightband (5–7 km) region and at higher altitudes. We do not expect these artifacts to greatly influence our results, given the subsequent processing of the data.

2.2. Derivation of Echo-Top Height and Cell-Top Height

To calculate radar-derived ETH, that is to say, the highest observed altitude of reflectivity for each pixel, a threshold for what constitutes a meteorological value must be applied. The choice of threshold must be greater than the noise level at 100 km (the outer-edge of our domain). This threshold is set to 5 dBZ, which

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Lat (°N)</th>
<th>Lon (°E)</th>
<th>Alt (m)</th>
<th>Gate size (m)</th>
<th>Beamwidth (°)</th>
<th>Noise at 100 km (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chennai (VOMM)</td>
<td>13.07</td>
<td>80.29</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machilipatnam (VOMP)</td>
<td>16.18</td>
<td>81.15</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhopal (VABP)</td>
<td>23.24</td>
<td>77.42</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucknow (VILK)</td>
<td>26.77</td>
<td>80.88</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agartala (VEAT)</td>
<td>23.89</td>
<td>91.25</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>–1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolkata (VECC)</td>
<td>22.57</td>
<td>88.35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumbai (VABB)</td>
<td>18.90</td>
<td>72.81</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The noise at 100 km is the minimum detectable signal calculated using a random day of clear-sky data for each radar. A clear-sky day is simply determined as any day with no measured rainfall that is also persistently clear in infra-red satellite imagery.

“*The elevation angles for all radars are: 0.2°, 1.0°, 2.0°, 3.0°, 4.5°, 6.0°, 9.0°, 12.0°, 16.0°, and 21.0°.*
is higher than the minimum detectable signal for all radars at 100 km, as shown in Table 1. Specifically then, searching upwards from 2 km, the pixel nearest in value to 5 dBZ in the vertical column is taken as the ETH, with the condition that there must be retrievals greater than 5 dBZ at each 0.5 km level in the vertical column below the ETH. The spatial gaps between sweeps may lead to under- and overestimates of ETH, especially further from the radar where the separations become greater, and for higher elevation angles. However, these errors are reasonably predictable for a given scan strategy and vary with ETH and as a function of distance from the radar. In Appendix A, we carry out further analysis using data from a research radar, featuring high vertical resolution, on how the bias varies with range for the Indian radar scan strategy. We find that for ETH below 10 km, the bias is typically less than 1 km and the mean bias is close to 0 km. This level of accuracy is sufficient for the purpose of our study, first, because we aggregate our ETH into single CTH values for each convective region (see below) and, second, because we are interested in the statistical variability of ETH averaged over a longer period of time. Such an approach has successfully been carried out in numerous studies for the Australian monsoon using the Darwin CPOL radar (Jackson et al., 2018; May & Ballinger, 2007; V. V. Kumar et al., 2013), which has similar gaps between elevation angles compared to the IMD radars. For the CPOL ETH estimates, Jackson et al. (2018) reported a statistically significant correlation with satellite-retrieved cloud top heights, demonstrating the suitability of using radar-derived ETHs for analysis of convection over a monsoon season.

Next, we define CTH, which is the maximum ETH in a convective region. A convective region is any connected region of convective pixels, which is determined from the base CAPPI at 2 km following the method of Steiner et al. (1995):

1. Any pixel ≥40 dBZ is automatically considered convective.
2. Any pixel greater than a background state by the reflectivity difference depicted in Figure 7 of Steiner et al. (1995) is convective.
3. Each convective pixel has a convective radius of a certain size as a function of intensity. A cell then is any connected set of convective pixels, and hence is termed a cell here, as a typical cumulonimbus cloud would have convective and stratiform segments.

The assumption is that if a pixel is convective at 2 km, it is convective throughout its vertical extent. Due to small 2–12 km vertical shear at all sites during the monsoon season (<10⁻³ s⁻¹), this is considered a fair assumption. Therefore, any inaccuracies stemming from tilting of the convective core due to vertical shear or cloud movement within the 7-min radar volume are further reduced by taking all connected pixels when calculating CTH. One limitation of applying the method of Steiner et al. (1995) in this manner is that elevated convection with no convective signal at 2 km will not appear in this study. However, due to very moist conditions in the lower troposphere during the monsoon, such occurrences are assumed to be small in number.

Attenuation is considered to be negligible for S-band radars, except for the most intense convective storms where hail is present (Testud et al., 2000). Such storms do occur during the ISM but are assumed to constitute a small proportion of our large, final sample. Therefore, attenuation correction is not performed. Only cells with a surface area (at 2 km height) of at least 4 km² (4 pixels) are included in this analysis, as cells smaller than this dominate the statistics but do not represent true convection. Finally, any cell touching the inner or outer edges of the 40–100 km domain is not considered so that we always sample entire cells.

2.3. Auxiliary Datasets and Method

The convective cell statistics presented are considered in the context of the local and large-scale meteorological state during the 2016 monsoon season. The Integrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals for GPM product (hereafter referred to as IMERG), provides half-hourly robust precipitation estimates (Huffman et al., 2020), at 0.1° horizontal resolution. This allows visualization of the large-scale precipitation field.

IMD gridded daily rainfall accumulations (Rajeevan et al., 2006), with 1° spatial resolution, are used to designate active and break days in 2016 (and are also used in Figure 1b). We follow the method of Rajeevan et al. (2010) with a few adjustments: June-September 2016 IMD gridded daily rainfall is compared to the recent climatological (2008–2017) rainfall, averaged across a central India zone (18–27°N and 73–82°E). A
standardized rainfall anomaly is then calculated for each day, defined as the climatological average subtracted from the 2016 value, divided by the standard deviation of the climatological average. A difference between each day’s standardized anomaly and the 2016 mean standardized anomaly that is greater than 0.7 defines an active day, and conversely a difference less than −0.7 defines a break day. Finally, an active/break day must be part of a set of 3 consecutive active/break days in order to be included in our statistics. The active and break days derived in this manner may not necessarily be part of true active and break periods, but instead more closely represent active and break spells with respect to the 2016 mean state, and their corresponding large-scale pattern changes. As a result, we identify a larger and more equal number of active and break days, lending itself to a more robust and fair comparison. The final active and break days used for this study are presented in Table 2. Handily, there are 32 active and 32 break days across the season (26% of the full sample in each case).

ERA5 (ECMWF Re-Analysis) estimates of several atmospheric variables at multiple levels are also used to complement this analysis over the 2016 season (Hersbach et al., 2020). Owing to the hourly resolution of ERA5, the diurnal cycle can be explicitly determined. Finally, twice daily (00 and 12 UTC) atmospheric soundings are available in the near vicinity (<25 km) of all sites analyzed here, and can be freely downloaded from the University of Wyoming Atmospheric Soundings web-page (http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html). In the case of both IMERG and ERA5, when comparing fields at local radar sites, the average of all gridboxes with centroids in the 40–100 km radar domain is used.

### 3. Individual Cell Statistics

We start by examining the number of cells of different heights for each site, and relate these patterns to near-surface cell reflectivity. Table 3 shows the number of cells at each site and as an average per radar volume. Agartala has by far the largest number of cells, situated in the very convectively active north-eastern India region, with prevailing low-level winds originating from over the very moist Bay of Bengal (Figure 1b). Mumbai has noticeably fewer volumes over the season, owing to substantial periods of missing data during July and August in particular, and so should be analyzed with more caution. Considering the ratio of number of cells to number of radar volumes as a measure of convective activity (fourth column of Table 3), Agartala is by far the most convectively active, then all other sites average approximately three cells per radar volume over the entire season.

The probability of cell occurrence in each 0.5 km CTH bin is shown in Figure 2a. There is consistency between all 7 sites in the shape of this function, with a peak in CTH at approximately 6–8 km, around or just a bit above the average freezing level during the monsoon (Harris et al., 2000). The two northern India sites—Bhopal and Lucknow—have the maximum CTH occurrence at a greater height, as well as the highest proportion of very deep (CTH ≥ 12 km) cells. Several sites (Chennai, Machilipatnam, Bhopal, and Lucknow) display the hint of a secondary peak in CTH at 12–13 km, associated with deep convection. However, this peak is not obvious, as Figure 2 is an average over the entire season, throughout which different cloud regimes, some dominated by shallow-convection, will occur. Indeed, taking especially convectively active weeks displays the secondary peak much more clearly (not shown).

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Active/break</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>June 1–3</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 9–17</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 28–30</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2–7</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 9–13</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 20–26</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 2–4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 12–14</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 19–21</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 3–12</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 14–17</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 21–28</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The method used to obtain these dates is described in the text.

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Volumes</th>
<th>Cells</th>
<th>Cells per volume</th>
<th>CTH &gt; 16 km (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chennai (VOMM)</td>
<td>17,839</td>
<td>51,125</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machilipatnam (VOMP)</td>
<td>18,589</td>
<td>46,888</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhopal (VABP)</td>
<td>13,546</td>
<td>49,059</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucknow (VILK)</td>
<td>6,914</td>
<td>19,146</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agartala (VEAT)</td>
<td>14,710</td>
<td>95,741</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolkata (VECC)</td>
<td>13,018</td>
<td>31,971</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumbai (VABB)</td>
<td>3,553</td>
<td>10,365</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. We recall that Chennai and Machilipatnam are in coastal south-eastern India. Bhopal and Lucknow are located further inland in northern India. Agartala and Kolkata are near-coastal north-eastern India sites. Finally, Mumbai is on the western coast. The percentage of cells with CTH > 16 km is also shown. Note that with a radar volume of 10 min, if there were 0 missing scans through the season, the number of volumes would equate to 20,016 scans.
Evidence of such bimodality was also found during the Austral monsoon season at Darwin by Jackson et al. (2018), especially during the more active phases of the Madden-Julian Oscillation when mid-level moisture was found to be higher. Therefore, Figure 2a suggests the presence of at least 2 cumulus modes, one around the freezing level, and one in the upper troposphere. This will be explored in more detail later in this section.

Mumbai exhibits a larger proportion of shallow convection (CTH < 5 km), and a smaller proportion of deep convection relative to other sites. While the Mumbai data are predominantly unavailable from July, this is consistent with previous observational analysis for the region (e.g., Utsav et al., 2017). Das et al. (2017) found rain in the Western Ghats region to be dominated by shallow-convective systems (echo tops below the melting layer). Mid-tropospheric air from Mumbai radiosonde soundings in 2016 is found to be drier on average compared to the other regions (not shown), consistent with the findings of S. Kumar (2017). Das et al. (2017) also commented on the role of orography, showing that convective clouds over the Western Ghats precipitate out quickly owing to rapid collision-coalescence of cloud droplets due to orographic uplift.

The vertical wind profiles in Figure 2b show the presence of the tropical easterly jet (TEJ) upwards of 8 km, a major component of the large-scale monsoon circulation in Boreal summer (Krishnamurti & Bhalme, 1976). It forms as a result of the meridional temperature gradient between the subtropics and equatorial Indian Ocean in the upper troposphere. Mumbai and south-eastern India exhibit westerly or south-westerly winds in the low and mid-troposphere, with strong easterly winds associated with the TEJ in the upper troposphere. Interestingly, the transition to easterly at around 6–8 km above the surface is where the winds are weakest, and this is approximately the height of the modal CTH for these sites. The presence of stronger winds aloft associated with the TEJ may be an inhibiting factor for vertical cell growth, as the strong wind shear can spread cloud tops above 8 km (Sathiyamoorthy et al., 2004). This can act as one constraint on CTH, especially during peak monsoon months when the TEJ is strongest. For northern and north-eastern India, there is a deep layer of southerly winds in the lower and middle-troposphere,
a small amount of gradual backing of these winds with height. Wind speeds only begin to increase above 8 km, again above the modal peak in CTH for these sites. The increase in wind speed is more subtle for Lucknow (VILK), where weaker upper-level wind shear may contribute to the marginally higher proportion of very deep cells here (≥12 km), due to less spreading of cloud tops.

As aforementioned, Figure 2a suggests the presence of multiple cumulus modes (preferential detrainment of cloud tops at certain levels), and we investigate this and its associated mechanisms in more detail here, by analyzing the relationship between CTH, equivalent potential temperature (θ; Figure 2c) and near-surface reflectivity (Figure 3). This analysis is important because the different cumulus modes in Figure 2a are likely to have different characteristics and may interact with the large-scale environment in different ways. First, Figure 3 shows that 2 km cell reflectivity is clearly a definitive indicator of CTH for all sites. More intense cells (higher 2 km reflectivities) typically have higher cell tops (and are greater in horizontal extent, Figure 3. PDF of 2 km cell average reflectivity using a bin size of 2 dB and as a function of cell-top height (CTH) (not including CTH > 16 km). (a) Chennai, (b) Machilipatnam, (c) Bhopal, (d) Lucknow, (e) Agartala, (f) Kolkata, (g) Mumbai, and (h) a composite of all sites. The black solid line is the mean reflectivity at each CTH, with dotted lines denoting the 5th and 95th percentiles. The dashed horizontal blue line is the height of the average freezing level from local radiosonde profiles.
not shown here). Reflectivity values of 20 dBZ indicate light rain (<1 mm hr\(^{-1}\)), 30 dBZ moderate rain (>1 mm hr\(^{-1}\)), and 40 dBZ heavy rain (>10 mm hr\(^{-1}\)) and so higher cells are also associated with heavier precipitation. Mumbai exhibits a higher average 2 km reflectivity for shallow CTH (27 dBZ at 4 km compared to 24 dBZ at 4 km for the composite of all sites), suggesting low cell tops are associated with heavier rainfall here. As discussed previously, this is a direct impact of the surrounding orography, which causes rapid collision-coalescence of raindrops in shallow convection. Although our Mumbai analysis is weighted toward May and June, these results are consistent with recent findings using both TRMM (Shige & Kummerow, 2016; S. Kumar & Bhat, 2017), and ground-based weather radars (Utsav et al., 2019). The ability for shallow convection (with warmer cloud tops) to produce high rainfall rates in this region has implications for conventional satellite rainfall algorithms which relate precipitation to cloud top brightness temperature (Shige & Kummerow, 2016). Studying Figure 3h, the shallowest cells are associated with very low reflectivity and have a broad reflectivity distribution, with large variance in the intensity of these shallow cells, as indicated by the 5–95 percentile range. For shallow cells, the variance of the composite (Figure 3h) is 35 dBZ as opposed to 7 dBZ for deep cells. As CTH increases there is initially a rapid rise in reflectivity until approximately 30 dBZ. At this point, CTH is on average 5–7 km, in the region of the freezing level (dashed blue line) and the modal CTH over the season. This is also the approximate region of maximum atmospheric stability (as shown by the minima in the vertical profiles of \(\theta_e\) in Figure 2c), and is associated with a narrowing of the reflectivity distribution (scanning horizontally between the black dotted lines in Figure 3). The stable layer near the freezing level forms physically as a result of latent heat release due to precipitation freezing and melting processes (Posselt et al., 2008). Above this level, there is a smaller increase in reflectivity with CTH. Furthermore, around 12 km the temperature lapse rates (not shown) increase to quasi-dry adiabatic with remarkable consistency between all sites hinting at the regulatory and homogeneous influence of the large-scale monsoon pattern upon different regions in India. Around 10 km there is a small atmospheric layer of constant reflectivity with increased CTH for some of the sites (e.g., Bhopal, Lucknow, Mumbai). This is likely because clouds that penetrate to this level encounter considerable atmospheric instability associated with steep temperature lapse rates and shear-driven instability from the TEJ. Therefore, these cells can grow deeper without any significant increase in intensity.

Therefore, the convective modes identified from Figure 2a show distinct characteristics in terms of intensity and can be related to atmospheric stability. The first mode is shallow convection (CTH < 5 km), associated with highly variable, but on average low 2 km reflectivity (rapidly increasing with each 0.5 km CTH bin). The second mode represents cumulus congestus clouds (5–8 km). These cells are bounded by the maximum in atmospheric stability above the freezing level and so the 2 km average reflectivity values remain less than 35 dBZ. This is also visible as the modal peak in cells around this region for all sites (Figure 2a). The third mode (deep convection) penetrates above the region of stability associated with the freezing level (≥8 km), and exhibits the most vigorous convection with average 2 km reflectivity values of approximately 35 dBZ. When referring to shallow, congestus, and deep convection throughout this study, we refer to these CTHs. These modes were also found by V. V. Kumar et al. (2013) for Darwin in Austral summer (in addition to an overshooting top mode which we are unable to investigate here due to 3-D grid restrictions). However, our results in contrast show more of a continuous increase in mean 2 km reflectivity as CTH increases above the freezing level. This may stem from the spreading of cloud tops by the TEJ above 8 km, except for the largest and most intense cells. To summarize, for all sites, the statically stable layer around the freezing level. This may stem from the spreading of cloud tops by the TEJ above 8 km, except for the

4. Cell Patterns Over Active and Break Periods

Active and break spells are the foremost manifestation of systematic intraseasonal variability during the ISM. These oscillations occur in most of the elements of the monsoon system, and are highly pronounced in monsoon cloudiness (Krishnamurti & Bhalme, 1976). Here, we analyze how the active and break spells in 2016 (Table 2) affect the height of convective cells in each region. Figure 4 displays the distributions of CTH for active and break periods at each site, alongside vertical profiles of horizontal wind and \(\theta_e\) from
soundings. Bhopal, Lucknow and Mumbai form part of the central India gridbox that is used here to monitor anomalous rainfall and active and break spells. As a result, we expect to see more frequent deep convection in active periods at these sites. Mumbai and Bhopal exhibit this most discernibly in both the mode and 90th percentile of the CTH distributions. This pattern of deeper convection is associated with a clear increase in $\theta_e$ for Mumbai and Bhopal, most starkly in the region of the freezing level, but indeed through a large part of the troposphere. Interestingly, Lucknow shows little difference between active and break CTH distributions, despite also displaying a clear increase in instability below 6 km. Potential causes for the similar distributions will be explored later in this section. The changes in the wind profiles for these locations between active and break periods are subtle at higher altitudes where the TEJ dominates. However, the winds nearer the surface are slightly stronger in magnitude for Bhopal and Mumbai, with different directional components suggesting the importance of lower tropospheric moisture advection for cumulus growth.

There is also little change between the CTH distributions of Agartala and Kolkata in north-eastern India (Figures 4e and 4f). Chennai and Machilipatnam also show no substantial change between active and break...
spells in the modal CTH. These four locations exhibit slight increases in instability in the freezing level region, but with small differences elsewhere, which suggests the importance of instability at upper levels as well as the freezing level for deep convective development. However, Chennai does exhibit a signal in active spells having more frequent deep convection, shown by the disparity in the 90th percentiles. For CTH \( \geq 8 \) km, the distributions are very similar however. The split in the distributions above this level appears to be caused by an increase in the fraction of very deep cells (CTH \( \geq 12 \) km) during active periods. It is important to recall that only convective cells are considered here. For example, T. N. Rao et al. (2016) found a higher occurrence and fraction of stratiform rain in active spells, due to the prevalence of large, organized storms such as mesoscale convective systems. This suggests that rainfall will not only be more intense but more long-lived, consistent with the typical longer lifetimes of stratiform rains (Steiner et al., 1995).

Table 4 shows the numbers and proportions of cells in the different cumulus mode categories as defined in Section 3 for active and break periods in 2016; shallow convection, cumulus congestus, and deep convection. Between active and break periods, similar proportions of cells in different modes are seen in Machilipatnam, Lucknow, Agartala, and Kolkata (consistent with Figure 4). An increase in the number of cells per radar volume from break to active periods occurs for all sites but Lucknow and Kolkata, where there is no or minimal change in this statistic. The increase in convection during active periods is most noticeable in Mumbai. Due to periods of unavailability in the data, Mumbai has 135 radar volumes during active periods mostly during June 28–30, and partly August 2–4 and the September active spell dates. During break periods, there are 715 radar volumes mostly during the June break spell dates and partly September 3–12. For break spells represented by the Mumbai radar, there is a large reduction in the proportion of shallow convection, and a 21% increase in the proportion of deep convection. In Bhopal, deeper convection is also more likely in active spells, with a reduction in the proportion of the congestus mode. Chennai sees a reduction in the likelihood of the cumulus congestus mode during active periods, and a higher likelihood of shallow and deep cells, though the total amount of convection per radar volume is only marginally higher.

We further analyze these statistical patterns in the context of the large-scale circulation so as to understand what dynamic component of active and break spells drives convective variability in different locations. Anomalies in IMERG rainfall, ERA5 winds, and relative humidity between 2016 active and break periods are shown in Figure 5, along with contours of average mean sea-level pressure (MSLP). The rainfall anomalies (Figures 5a and 5b) provide the closest relationship to CTH, with a narrow band of increased rainfall.
down the Western Ghats region and a larger swathe over central and northern India during the active spells. The effect of convective enhancement over the Western Ghats means this positive rainfall anomaly remains confined to the coastal region south of 18°N, despite anomalously strong westerly winds and high relative humidity extending further east (Figures 5c and 5d). This explains the lack of a definitive change in the distribution of CTH between active and break periods over south-eastern India (Figure 4). It is difficult to explain what may be causing the increase in deep convection in Chennai during active periods in 2016, and indeed how robust this feature is. At 26.8°N, Lucknow falls just north of the region of increased rainfall during active spells. Over central India there are relatively much stronger westerlies during active periods. These winds then start to curve back toward the north-west over the Bay of Bengal, and so Lucknow experiences south-easterly winds in the lower troposphere, as it is positioned north of the monsoon trough. This results in less rainfall than the region of potent westerlies further south. In the transition to break periods the monsoon trough moves northwards to the foot of the Himalayas (shown by the northward push in the MSLP pattern from Figures 5e to 5f), bringing lower tropospheric westerlies further north to Lucknow. However, the background state is drier overall (Figure 5d), thus Lucknow exhibits no significant change in rainfall and the distribution of CTH. In north-eastern India, it is an even more complex picture, with small pockets of positive and negative rainfall anomalies in the region during 2016. To the east of Agartala (91.25°E) along the Bay of Bengal coast, there is a more definitive area of increased rainfall and higher

![Figure 5. Large-scale patterns for the 32 active and 32 break days in 2016. (a–b) IMERG rainfall anomalies, relative to the entire season (c–d) 850 hPa relative humidity (colors) and wind vector anomalies, (e–f) contours of average mean sea-level pressure in units of hPa. Gray shaded regions in the center and right columns are areas of topography over 1.5 km.](image-url)
relative humidity during break periods, associated with enhanced southerly winds from the Bay of Bengal. The lack of a clear active-break driven signal over north-eastern India is likely responsible for the similar percentages of different cumulus modes in this region between active and break periods (Table 4).

5. Cell Patterns Over the Diurnal Cycle

The diurnal cycle is intrinsic to convection, as well as the local meteorology and land surface features of the region, and so its monsoonal behavior is important to understand. With time continuous radar observations of 10-min resolution, the diurnal cycle of convection is fully captured by the radar observations. Furthermore, Chennai, Machilipatnam, and Mumbai radar domains include both coastal land and ocean areas (Figure 1), allowing an analysis of the diurnal cycle over these different surface types. Finally, we will then investigate how the diurnal cycle is modulated by the progression of the monsoon through the season, and the active and break periods discussed in Section 4.

5.1. Diurnal Cycle Cell Statistics

The diurnal cycle of convective cells at every CTH bin is shown in Figure 6 with individual convective modes shown in Figure 7. Broadly speaking, observing the number of cells (at all CTH) through the day, we see distinct differences between the four different regions (and similarities within regions). Chennai and Machilipatnam display an overall night-time peak in the number of cells. Machilipatnam appears to show two peaks, one in the afternoon and a more prolonged peak overnight. We will see later how respective land and ocean convection contributes to this. IMERG rainfall (shown by the blue line in Figure 6 as a fraction of the daily total) exhibits a clear relationship with diurnal convective fraction, but most strongly with the more heavily precipitating deep convection. Assuming that convection dominates rainfall, we expect rainfall to be correlated with convective area (which is in itself correlated with the number of cells). More precisely, the rainfall appears to peak alongside the maximum in the number of deep cells (CTH \( \geq 8 \) km, see Figure 7). As discussed in Section 3, deep convective cells are associated with higher 2 km reflectivity (and thus higher precipitation rates).

The effect of solar heating is clearly a larger source of influence for the inland sites Bhopal and Lucknow, with a convective peak in the afternoon and evening associated with maximum surface heating. Noticeably, IMERG rainfall is more constant through the day in comparison, although both sites exhibit an increase in rainfall into the evening a few hours after the peak in the number of cells, but well correlated with the peak in the fraction of deep convection (Figure 7c). Initially, there are a greater number of shallow and congestus cells associated with the afternoon peak in cell fraction. Some of these cells dissipate, and others grow and merge, meaning that as the number of cells decreases in the evening, the number of deep cells and the total area covered by convection nonetheless continues to increase for a few hours.

North-eastern India sees its peak in total cell number around noon and early afternoon, however, Agartala especially is prone to convection at all times of day. This explains the much larger number of cells per radar volume shown in Table 1, with no real convectively inactive time of day. Consistently high low-level moisture from the Bay of Bengal likely contributes to this. Interestingly, the peak in Agartala rainfall actually occurs at night, the opposite time of day to the peak in cell number. Figures 6e, 7e show a higher likelihood of deeper cells at night, whereas the daytime cells, whilst higher in number, are typically shallower. This appears to be a fairly localized effect however, as it is not seen further south and west in Kolkata, which instead shows one clear peak centered at 2 p.m. along with the peak in rainfall. Figure 7 shows that the cells in north-eastern India (and also Chennai) appear to deepen more quickly than those over northern India and Machilipatnam, meaning rainfall peaks more closely alongside the peak in the number of cells. Mumbai shows no diurnal cycle in cell number or rainfall, bar the slight suggestion of a night-time and an afternoon peak. Although the Mumbai analysis is dominated by May and June, the study of Romatschke and Houze (2011) supports this result. They noted using TRMM data that over the western Indian coast, small and medium sized systems are present throughout the day, as the prevailing south-westerly moisture laden flow is lifted over orography. The prevalence of shallow convection here also moderates the daytime temperatures relative to northern India, meaning there is less of a surface heating contribution upon convective initiation.
5.2. Diurnal Cycle Over Land and Ocean

We look in more detail at Chennai, Machilipatnam, and Mumbai by considering cells over land and ocean separately. These sites have the advantage of having nearly 50% of their domains over ocean, and 50% over land. For simplicity here, cells are judged to be land or ocean cells based off their centroids; 2%–4% of (generally larger) storms straddle the coast. First considering Chennai and Machilipatnam, Figures 8a and 8b shows clearly that there is higher rainfall and a greater cell number at night and in the early morning over the ocean compared to land. This is also a consistent pattern for all three cumulus modes (Figure S1). Either cells are simply forming later into the night on average offshore, or there is advection of cells from onshore to offshore as the evening progresses. If we consider that the 1–6 km vertical wind shear in south-eastern India is typically quasi-westerly through the day, it largely supports the advection hypothesis. That is to say, cells that form over land in the evening move with the quasi-westerly offshore wind shear. This theory is further supported by the similar shapes and amplitudes of the cycles between land and ocean. This suggests...
the spreading of the cloud tops over the ocean from coastal regions in the evening. This was also found for the Bay of Bengal by Yang and Slingo (2001). They suggested gravity waves and complex land-sea breeze effects as drivers of this process. On further study of Figure 8, there is a clear second peak in the height of cells (at about 13 km) over ocean, but not over land. The fact that deeper cells are more likely over ocean does not contradict the advection hypothesis. As cells move offshore in the night and early morning, they mature and thus grow in vertical extent. However, there are also plenty of shallower cells over the ocean, suggesting that convection also initiates over the ocean itself. Over land, both sites exhibit an initial afternoon peak in IMERG rainfall, followed by a slight dip, then a second night-time peak. Machilipatnam also displays this feature in the fraction of cells. This suggests in the average situation that cells continue to initiate over land for a period of time, with a slight lull around 9 p.m. after the initial round of afternoon convection. After midnight, convection is hindered over land following large amounts of convection in the preceding hours, and so the diurnal cycle spreads out into the ocean (Yang & Slingo, 2001).

For Mumbai, the most discernible change in the diurnal cycle is that the afternoon peak in the fraction of land cells and rainfall is not seen over ocean, which instead has a peak at night or early morning, similar to south-eastern India. This suggests that land surface heating over Mumbai, whilst smaller than the other locations, still has a significant contribution to convection. We note, however, that our Mumbai analysis is
biased toward the months of May and June with a small number of active period samples. However, the robustness of the interpretation of these results benefits from a similar number of radar volumes over the diurnal cycle (not shown). Also similarly to south-eastern India, Mumbai has a slightly higher fraction of deep cells over ocean compared to land, although this is not significant enough for a clear second peak in the CTH histogram. This may partly occur due to a smaller amount of collision-coalescence of raindrops over ocean away from the Western Ghat mountains, giving clouds a chance to grow more in vertical extent before precipitating out.

5.3. Diurnal Cycle During Monsoon Progression

The diurnal cycle can vary over longer time scales, such as the progression of the monsoon itself. The normalized diurnal cycle in cell number is shown for each month individually (May-September) in Figure 9. First, for all sites, the diurnal cycle is often least pronounced in May, as the monsoon regime is not yet established. Chennai shows a distinct night-time peak in the fraction of cells from June onwards. However, June also has the highest likelihood of convection in the hours around midday, with very few cells around this time later in the season. The length of this daytime period of relative inactivity extends into September, by which point convection is rare between 8 a.m. and 2 p.m. local time. As with Figure 6, Machilipatnam's diurnal cycle is more complex, exhibiting multiple peaks from June, most definitively one centered around 4 a.m. associated with ocean convection, and one around 4 p.m. for land convection. However, a third peak around midnight seems to occur in June and September, although this is not very distinct in IMERG rainfall. The minimum occurs around noon from July through September, and in fact these latter three months match considerably. This suggests the progression of the monsoon at this stage has less effect on the diurnal cycle of south-eastern India.

Figure 8. Same as Figure 6, but with separate plots for cells with their respective centroids over land and ocean. (a) Chennai, (b) Machilipatnam, and (c) Mumbai. A land-ocean mask is also applied to the IMERG rainfall.
Bhopal shows most clearly the arrival and retreat of the monsoon. In Bhopal and Lucknow the monsoon arrived on approximately June 20 (Ramesh, 2017). This is associated with a more pronounced diurnal cycle from June with a peak in the fraction of convection around 4 p.m. and extending into the evening and night. However, during peak monsoon months (July and August), convection can occur any time of day, demonstrated by a shallower peak in the afternoon, and in fact the diurnal cycle in IMERG rainfall becomes hard to visually decipher. This suggests a moister background environment more conducive for convection and less reliance upon daytime surface heating. Into September, as the monsoon gradually retreats south again, convection is once again constrained into the afternoon hours, especially for Bhopal. The development of convection from shallow to deep before precipitating out is pronounced in September (Figure S3a). Bhopal shows this effect most clearly, possibly as a result of its inland location as well as the tropospheric drying associated with monsoon withdrawal, resulting in a necessary period of shallow and congestus convection to moisten the environment in advance of any deep convection. Bhopal convection also seems to dissipate more quickly into the evening compared to June. This suggests a greater reliance upon surface heating for the initiation of convection. A longer convectively inactive period is visible from approximately 4 to 11 a.m. for Bhopal in September. Lucknow displays comparatively more morning convection in September compared to Bhopal, with a minimum around midnight.

Figure 9. Diurnal cycle probability density histograms showing the number of convective cells subset by month for the same sites as in Figure 6, including cell-top height >16 km. However, Mumbai is not shown here due to long periods of unavailable data, especially during July and August. The shaded region represents the variance in the sample as the bootstrap 10th and 90th percentiles. The equivalent average IMERG rainfall diurnal cycle for each month is shown by the blue dashed line. There must be at least 500 cells during the month or the diurnal cycle is not shown.
Agartala shows a night-time and a day-time peak in convective fraction from June to August, with relative minima in between. We recall that the night-time peak in IMERG rainfall was found to stem from a higher proportion of deeper cells at night, with a tendency for cells during the day to be shallow and cumulus congestus type modes. The proportion of deep cells at night reduces into September, with all three convective modes then seeing their peak in the early afternoon (Figure S4). Kolkata has a peak in convective fraction centered around 2 p.m. for all months from June, but with convective cells and rainfall evident at all times of day, especially during June and July.

5.4. Diurnal Cycle During Active and Break Periods

It is also of interest to consider whether active and break spells may modulate the diurnal cycles shown earlier in this section, in terms of phase and/or amplitude. Figure 10 displays the phase of the diurnal cycles as in Figure 6, but now subsampled over the active and break days in Table 2. Chennai shows no clear change in the amplitude or phase of its diurnal cycle between active and break periods. Further, up the coast in Machilipatnam, however, there are clearly more inactive periods of convection during a break spell than an active spell, such as during late morning. In an active spell, convection can occur all times of day (although still preferentially during the afternoon and night-time). Figure S5 shows the cycles in Figure 10 for each individual cumulus mode. During active periods, deep cells are most common from 3 p.m. all the way through until around 7 a.m. as a single peak (Figure S5b). However, during break periods, these deep cells have a shallow peak at 4 p.m., followed by an evening lull, then a second, larger peak around midnight. Machilipatnam is systematically affected by active and break spells in this way, despite such a signal not being evident in the overall distribution of CTH in Figure 4. This suggests that cells in Machilipatnam that do occur are not on average less intense or deep during break periods, but are more dependent on the time of the day and thus less frequent, as shown in Table 4.

Turning our attention to northern India (Figures 10c and 10d), active periods display a higher fraction of convection during the night-time hours in Bhopal compared to break periods. Indeed, the diurnal maximum in the congestus mode during active periods is at night, whereas the peak in the deep mode is in the afternoon (Figure S5c). For Lucknow, break periods are associated with a higher fraction of cells in late evening and early morning, but active periods display a significantly higher fraction of late morning and afternoon convection. For both sites, there is a suggestion that the peak in normalized convection is slightly earlier in the afternoon for active periods, with more of an evening peak for break periods. This likely occurs as a result of the active spell environment being more conducive for convection, such that convection initiates, deepens and intensifies more quickly in the afternoon. This effect is also supported by the IMERG rainfall for Bhopal, although it is less clear for Lucknow.

Lastly observing the respective diurnal cycles for north-eastern India, it is evident that convection can occur at all times of day during both active and break periods. For Agartala, there is a more distinct peak in cell fraction in the early afternoon during break periods, with less of a diurnal cycle in active periods, and an almost constant proportion of IMERG rainfall through the day. Figures 10c–10e show large (weak) diurnal cycle amplitudes during break (active) periods. The lower relative humidity in these regions during break periods (Figure 5d) likely acts to constrain convection into the afternoon and evening hours, similarly to the September diurnal cycle in these regions. In contrast, during break periods, rainfall exhibits two peaks, one in the afternoon and a more significant one at night. For Kolkata, there is less of a visual difference on first inspection, however convection appears quicker to initiate around midday during active spells, and this peak is more well defined than the afternoon peak during break periods. The results in this section express the need for models to capture the interactions between large-scale regime changes (e.g., active/break periods and monsoon progression) and the local environment in different regions. In particular, the development of convection within the diurnal cycle is sensitive to background moisture associated with wind pattern changes in the lower troposphere, which models must resolve accurately to represent the diurnal cycle of convection. Field campaigns that prioritize high-resolution atmospheric observations, alongside longer periods of radar data availability, would in future allow the study of the diurnal cycle with relation to large-scale atmospheric conditions in more detail.
6. Conclusions

An understanding of ISM cloud development on large spatiotemporal scales is an important aspect of monsoon forecasting. This study has used 2016 monsoon season data from seven IMD Doppler radars in order to analyze CTH in relation to near-surface reflectivity, with a focus on active and break periods, the diurnal cycle, different months during the monsoon season, and location. Our main findings are as follows:

1. A season-average peak in CTH was found between 6 and 8 km for all sites, just above the freezing level and region of maximum tropospheric stability.
2. The seasonal distribution of CTH suggests the presence of three distinct convective cumulus modes: shallow convection, cumulus congestus, and deep convection. Considering the season as a whole,
cumulus congestus is the dominant mode. 2 km reflectivity was found to increase rapidly with CTH below the melting layer, and slowly above it.

3. There is less convection per radar volume during break periods compared to active periods for all sites. CTH is also lower on average for the 2016 break periods for Bhopal and Mumbai, spatially matched with the positive rainfall anomalies. Other sites display no definitive change in the respective CTH distributions. Low-level wind circulation and $\theta_e$ profile changes between active and break periods are an indicative driver of resultant variability in CTH, most notably the position and strength of increased westerly winds associated with the position of the monsoon trough.

4. All sites but Mumbai show a clear seasonally averaged diurnal cycle in the number of cells, with differences between each climate region attributed to local and large-scale features of the atmosphere. The peak in rainfall tends to occur around or soon after the peak in the number of deep cells.

5. The phase of the diurnal cycle and average height of cells depends on the surface type being land or ocean for south-eastern India. Ocean cells exhibit more of an early morning peak in convection and have a higher proportion of deeper cells. Mumbai also shows more of an afternoon peak over land and an early morning peak over ocean, though the difference is more subtle.

6. The diurnal cycle is further modulated by the progression of the monsoon. During peak monsoon months (July and August), the diurnal cycle becomes less distinct for most sites, with longer spells of convective inactivity pre and post-monsoon. This is most definitive for northern India.

7. Active and break periods also modulate the diurnal cycle in rainfall and cell number for several sites. Break spells tend to see convection preferentially at the more convectively active times of day, whereas active spells are associated with convection through the day (but still more frequent at certain times).

This research naturally points toward further investigation of ISM monsoon clouds and their place in the large-scale monsoon circulation. An analysis of the vertical structure of convective cells (i.e., in terms of reflectivity) associated with different large-scale regimes would be a useful next step here. It would also be beneficial to expand aspects of this analysis to additional years if data were made available, especially regarding active and break periods which exhibit significant interannual variability. Similar analyses of the intricate relationship between cloud development and the wider monsoon circulation from a satellite or modeling standpoint could also further explore some of the patterns discussed here.

Our findings broadly agree with previous studies of multiple monsoon seasons using TRMM (e.g., Houze et al., 2007; Romatschke & Houze, 2011; Romatschke et al., 2010; Shige & Kummerow, 2016). Such agreement implies that the IMD weather radar data can successfully be used to study monsoon convection for individual years. The high temporal frequency and spatial resolution of the ground-based radars, as well as the planting of further radars since 2016 both in India (Roy et al., 2019), and recently Nepal (Talchabhadel et al., 2021), means they are valuable resources in the analysis of storm-scale and mesoscale phenomena for South Asia. The methodology presented here, including existing tools (e.g., Wradlib) developed using other radars (e.g., V. V. Kumar et al., 2013) should prove useful to study convection over India, especially allowing comparison across different radar sites.

Finally, these findings emphasize the potential use of these radar data for nowcasting and NWP case-study evaluation. Improvements in the representation of convection in NWP simulations of the monsoon will come from establishing what the biases are in the occurrence and morphology of different convective modes and evaluating the causes of these biases. This study provides a useful benchmark for model verification; the expansion of the radar network (Roy et al., 2019) and continued atmospheric sampling over time, will allow for deeper climatological questions to be investigated, such as the spatiotemporal variability of the convective modes. Furthermore, local capacity for model development–including at the Indian Institute for Tropical Meteorology and the National Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (e.g., Jayakumar et al., 2017; Martin et al., 2020) – will allow for continual model evaluation programs and development to occur.
Appendix A: Error Estimates for Echo-Top Heights

The sampling strategy of operational weather radars leaves significant gaps, especially at higher elevation angles, which become greater as distance from the radar increases. For certain higher echo-top heights (ETHs) and at certain distances, the nearest India Meteorological Department (IMD) radar beam may be over- or undershooting the ETH by 2 km or more. Previous studies (e.g., Warren & Protat, 2019) have already demonstrated the merits of vertical interpolation between beams to estimate features such as ETH. Lakshmanan et al. (2013) used model simulations to estimate the error in 18 dBZ ETH and demonstrate that interpolation between beams provides an improved estimate compared to simply using the nearest beam. Jackson et al. (2018) evaluated ETH estimated from the C-band polarimetric radar against satellite-derived cloud top heights. While they find that the radar estimates are biased low, there is a statistically significant correlation between the two data sets that justifies the use of ETH for statistical analysis of convective storms over longer periods of time.

Here, we provide further evidence to justify the use of ETH derived from the IMD radars. There is no observational estimate for the “true” ETH during the 2016 ISM. For instance, the number of overpasses from the GPM core observatory is insufficient to carry out this analysis, which furthermore relies on a suitably large number of convective cells. Instead, we demonstrate the range-dependence of these errors using data from the Chilbolton Advanced Meteorological Radar (CAMRa) in the UK. CAMRa is a 0.28°-beam S-band, dual-polarized Doppler radar. The narrow beam allows us to obtain an accurate estimate of the true ETH, with the beam width reaching 450 m at 100 km range from the radar (see Figure A1a, for an example). We use 2,975 range-height indicator (RHI) scans performed through convective storms in southern England from 10 days during 2011–2019.

To simulate the ETH retrieval as obtained using the IMD radars, we first smooth the CAMRa RHIs to the IMD radar beam width and then sample the smoothed RHIs at the IMD radar elevations (see Figure A1b). Next, we re-grid the sub-sampled and smoothed RHI to a regular Cartesian grid of 1 km by 0.5 km, similar to the CAPPI reconstruction described in Section 2 (Figure A1c). Finally, ETH is determined at each 1 km in range as the height with reflectivity closest in value to 5 dBZ. Figure A1 shows the results for a single CAMRa scan, including ETH in panel d. Clearly, the instantaneous error can be quite large, reaching more than 2 km in this example. It is also evident that, the error depends strongly on where the radar beam is in relation to the true ETH, with errors closer to zero when the beam intersects the true ETH.

In Figure A2, we show the bias as a function of distance from the radar and estimated ETH for all ETH estimates in the 2,975 CAMRa RHI scans. Considering all ETH estimates, we find a statistically significant correlation between the true and estimated ETH of 0.93. The IMD radar scan strategy shows up very clearly in these statistics, as expected, with low bias where the radar beams intersect the true ETH. The bias is great-

![Figure A1. Example of simulating a Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator (CAPPI) reconstruction from an range-height indicator (RHI) from the Chilbolton Advanced Meteorological Radar (CAMRa). (a) The original RHI scan from CAMRa. (b) The same data smoothed to 1° in elevation and sub-sampled to the India Meteorological Department radar elevation angles. (c) CAPPI reconstructed from the data in panel (b) (d) Echo-top height estimated from the original RHI scan in panel (a) and the CAPPI in panel (c).](image-url)
er for those combinations of ETH and range where the beam separation is greater, although this might be exaggerated by the fact that ETH of 10 km and above were very rare in the CAMRa scans. To investigate the importance of beam separation further, we also simulate results using the CAMRa data but adopting a radar scan strategy with beam separation of 3° starting from either 2° or 1°. The resulting ETH from these simulations are shown in Figures A2b and A2c, respectively. The greater bias for combinations of ETH and range now also appear for ETH estimates below 9 km, which were frequently observed in these data. However, if we ignore the range-dependence of these results, we note that the mean bias for ETH estimates below 9 km is close to zero for both strategies. The mean bias increases to 1 km for ETH estimates above 9 km, but we postulate that this is due to the sparsity of true ETH above 9 km in the CAMRa data set.

This analysis demonstrates that the instantaneous errors in ETH estimation are generally of order 1 km, which is comparable to the vertical grid resolution we consider for our CAPPIs. The results show that the errors are greatest where the radar beams are far removed from the true ETH, but for a given ETH estimate the spatial and temporal mean bias is expected to be close to zero. The mean bias is most relevant to the results presented in this study for multiple reasons. First, we consider ETH averaged over entire convective cells, that is, cell-top height (CTH). Second, these convective cells may propagate throughout the domain so that any remaining bias in CTH will vary depending on where the cell is located in terms of range to the radar. Finally, the statistics presented in this study are averaged over multiple days so that if cells may be assumed to be spread across the radar domains, the mean bias in ETH will be close to zero.

Figure A2. Mean bias in km for echo-top height (ETH) estimated by (a) simulating the India Meteorological Department radar scan strategy using CAMRa RHIs (b) simulating a scan strategy with beams separated by 3° starting at 2° and panel (c) as in panel (b), but starting at 1°. Scattered points are randomly placed around their specific ETH (within 0.25 km) and range (within 0.5 km). Lines show the central location of the radar beams considered. Panels (d–f) show the mean bias and standard deviation variation with height for each of the three strategies considering ranges between 40 and 100 km, considering ETH between 6 and 11 km.
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Data Availability Statement

CSV data of the convective cell statistics analyzed in this study are published at https://dx.doi.org/10.5285/b28633ddcf64477a6a8a18d7b6d66285. Atmospheric sounding data were provided by the University of Wyoming (http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html). ERA5 data were downloaded from https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/dataset/reanalysis-era5-pressure-levels. GPM IMERG data were downloaded from https://gpm.nasa.gov/data/directory.
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